An adaptive panoramic filter bank as a qualitative model of the filtering system of the cochlea: the peculiarities in linear and nonlinear mode.
Outer hair cells in the cochlea of the ear, together with the local structures of the basilar membrane, reticular lamina and tectorial membrane constitute the adaptive primary filters (PF) of the second order. We used them for designing a serial-parallel signal filtering system. We determined a rational number of the PF included in Gaussian channels of the system, summation weights of the output signals, and distribution of the PF along the basilar membrane. A Gaussian panoramic filter bank each channel of which consists of five PF is presented as an example. The properties of the PF, the channel and the filter bank operating in the linear and nonlinear modes are determined during adaptation and under efferent control. The results suggest that application of biological filtering principles can be useful for designing cochlear implants with new speech encoding strategies.